Amina Technologies Ltd design and manufacture in the UK specialist
invisible loudspeaker solutions for commercial and residential premises

A

mina Technologies Ltd design and manufacture
in the UK specialist invisible loudspeaker
solutions for high-end commercial and
residential premises. Amina have developed a
new loudspeaker technology that completely
disappears in application. Quite literally the product is set
into walls and ceilings, plastered over and decorated to
become completely invisible. It needs no maintenance.
Invisibility and improved acoustic coverage are only made
possible because Amina have gone back to first principles in
how sound is made. The loudspeakers do not use the
conventional piston operation of a cone shaped diaphragm;
instead Amina returned to the traditional musical instrument
approach characterised by the violin and acoustic guitar and
created electrically driven vibrational sound boards. Using
this UK developed technology, Amina therefore create
powerful loudspeakers that are super thin, lightweight, fast
to install, highly effective in creating a powerful musical

experience and ultimately completely invisible once installed.
The application team at Amina can, where required, work
closely with end customers on projects that require something
a little unusual and develop products quickly working with
customers and suppliers to meet the need. Matt Holland,
Amina’s Application Manager, recalls just such an example:- “ A
customer approached us needing a speaker only 200mm wide
to fit above a door lintel. Working with our local metal work
suppliers Amina’s team we were able to turn around a brand
new product in a matter of week which has subsequently
become a popular standard product. This project would never
had gone ahead were it not for Amina having such strong
partnerships with you UK based suppliers giving us the to react
quickly to meet the customers requirement. A great reason for
the product to be Made in Britain”
For more information, visit www.amina.co.uk
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